Golf Courses
How many of your valued members have donated money in honor of their loved ones?
What if you could easily track those donations, increasing your members’ exposure, and impact?
And what if you could—at the same time—create detailed, interactive maps of your
grounds, that easily update from any cell-phone? Wouldn’t it be great if your members could view
this information from a cell-phone?
Well, all of this is possible, and more!
Plantmapper.com, a completely online, easy-to-setup web application providing an opportunity for golf
course managers like you to quickly, easily inventory trees and shrubs and track their maintenance.
Reports can be generated showing all tree and shrub maintenance performed, as well as site conditions
and photographic records. Furthermore, you can view this data from any computer, as well as document
any work which needs to be done, or work already completed…all on a per-tree basis.
Do you already have a system which overlaps ours? No problem…just use any of our features which
yours is lacking, and create a more robust and interactive system.
Additionally, any customization work needed from our consultants work is
performed over the weekend and after-hours to prevent down-time. Most
work can be done over the internet via screen-sharing…or better yet:
complete the connections on your own.
Also, you can take your grounds to the next level by leveraging
our Google Maps interface, cell phone-capabilities and photocataloging features. As a service to various tree care professionals
we have created a tool which can and will add value to your
business.
PlantMapper.com draws people in by helping them easily
understand the plants on their property and in their surrounding
neighborhoods. It is a tool to be used for mapping trees,
inventorying tree characteristics and cataloging the
conditions of each tree. It is a way to learn the
name of each tree—and perhaps understand
a little better the ways in which this tree can
better the local environment.
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